
 

Sampling the new Morgan Plus Four......Iain Leviston

As part of the MMC dealer event on 9/10 October, I along with other Centre Secretaries was invited to test 
drive a car at a dealer of our choice. Being Manchester-based, I arranged to go to Oakmere in Northwich 
to test drive the new Plus Four.

I arrived just before my 10 o’clock test, with the rain having paused rather than stopped. Given the 
prospect of wet roads, I was grateful to be trying out the Plus Four rather than the Plus Six with its 
reputation for biting the unwary. It also meant that I was going to be driving roof up – possibly my least 
favourite aspect of Morganeering, even more than washing one!

After having a good look around the showroom, and admiring the new design of alloy wheels available on 
the Plus Four, Simon the salesman brought the car round to the front of the dealership, then took me out to 
explain how it all worked.

The first thing that struck me was the colour; a dark yellow that resembled the old British Leyland Bahama 
Gold shade but is actually a 1969-1972 Alfa Romeo colour – thankfully the aluminium body and CX 
platform should avoid this colour being matched with 1970s Alfa Romeo rust.

The other thing that stood out was the car’s manual box – in 25 years of driving I’ve only ever driven one 
automatic car, so to see a real gear level sticking out of the centre console rather than the BMW ‘wand’ 
was a huge relief and, after all, as a sports car surely changing gear is part of the experience. It was also 
great to see that the car uses a real key in the ignition rather than the plastic oblong I am used to from 
previous MINIs and BMWs, though you do have to press the button to start.

Sat behind the wheel, the view down the bonnet seemed very familiar, but within the cockpit it felt quite 
different. Being ‘big-boned’ I felt quite confined width-wise in the car with the door closed, much more so 
than I normally feel in my 2002 4/4, although I did have a lot more headroom. The taller centre console 
probably accounted for part of that sensation, and one or two lumpy bits of structure were also pressing 
into me in the back corners of the seat – probably less of an issue for the slimmer driver, but it did mean I 
was securely held in place while cornering.

Manoeuvring out of the car park was probably the strangest experience of the

whole drive – turning the wheel to move forward out of the tight car park, and the wheels just turned – no 
effort – and no rubbing of the tyres against the bodywork either – it was just like a normal car and totally 
unlike either of the two Morgans I had driven before! This sensation was reinforced driving down the not 
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very well surfaced road out of Northwich. All the bumps and lumps could be felt as you drove over 
them, as you can with any stiffly sprung German modern, there was no crashing or banging, or 
skipping as you brake, as with my ‘classic’ Morgan.

Out onto a sinewy A-road and the car felt really good. I wasn’t going to push it at all hard given the 
conditions and its circa £70k price tag, but it felt composed over the bumps, and clearly had plenty of 
power and torque – indeed with a 50mph limit I never got higher than 4th gear, but then didn’t really 
need to change down from 4th often either, only doing so when stopping at lights or to make a slow 
turn onto a side road. What struck me most though was how normal it felt, without all the 
idiosyncrasies that you experience with a steel-chassis Mog – I didn’t even seem to leak!

And that, I guess, is the point of this new Morgan. Except for its styling, it seems to me that this is a 
sports car that is as good relative to mainstream modern cars as the 4-4 was to its contemporaries in 
1936. That means we lose the vintage handling and many of the quirks that many of us love about 
the now defunct traditional Morgan.

However, what we get instead is a car that is much more user friendly, could be used every day or to 
transport us across Europe (should we ever be allowed to again!) in some degree of comfort. You 
would though need to be very careful about what you packed as the luggage space seems even 
more limited than my 4/4, and as before there is no secure storage.

Speaking to Simon afterwards he explained that he had made sales to owners of traditional Morgans 
as well as many who were new to the marque and wouldn’t have considered a Morgan before with 
the compromises that were inherent in the previous range. Indeed, it seems the new Plus Four is so 
good that some customers coming to buy a Plus Six end up with a Plus Four instead – probably not 
what Morgan intended, but a sure sign that the Company is on to a winner.

I dealt with Simon Clough at Oakmere Morgan in Northwich, Cheshire. Please call him on 01606 
41481/07969 858043

Wo r d s  a n d  p h o t o s  
courtesy of Iain Leviston



This just in from Ed Driver fromSaskatchewan, who was a Tormog member some years ago....
Hi Richard
Appended are two photos one from eastern Manitoba from last week, this is the Precambrian shield area in 
Canada where some of the oldest rocks in the world exist.  This spot is just east of where the first hydro 
electric generating plant was built in Manitoba. The second photo is from just west of a small hamlet, Elfros, 
in Saskatchewan on Highway 16 (or better know as the Yellowhead Highway which begins in British 
Columbia near Vancouver proceeds north east to Prince George,  east to Edmonton , Alberta, then east to 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan and further east to Portage la Prairie in Manitoba).  I have passed this sight 
hundreds of times if not more, I decided to stop last Thursday.  Therefore thought I would add these to your 
collection of photos from a former Morgan owner who is a "hayseed" or "flatlander" at heart.  Also included 
is my (new to me) 2003 Jaguar XKR and a wee bonus picture.   
Hope you and Jane are doing well.
Cheers
Ed

Thanks for this Ed,
Please keep in touch!
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https://tormoghighpeakcentre.com/

Picture your car here!

I will produce a Tormog Calendar

for 2021, all I need is a landscape photo

of your car, maybe in a special place.

NOT just a pic of a shiny Mog, 

(there are loads of those around) 

but an interesting shot please

A printed calendar sent to you for just £9.00

The first 12 received will be used!

Send your photo, plus a caption, to me:

richard266@me.com

Tormog Calendar
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